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LIVING WELL For more recipes and great food ideas
go to telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink

3 THE BEST TIME IN THE FRESH AIR
ALAMY

Although there
won’t be one
bluebird over
the White Cliffs
for you to spot,
there will be
plenty of other
wildlife to see at
this National
Trust property
whatever time
of year you
choose to walk

WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER

DISTANCE: 4 miles (6.4km) DURATION: 1

HOURS

WOGAN’S
WORLD
Terry Wogan
t can’t be easy for the great
and the good to resist the
temptation to earn applause
from the masses by jumping on
the great bandwagon of Climate
Change. Unfortunately,
sometimes it’s hard to keep
your footing as the gravy train
rolls on. The good Bishop of
Liverpool’s pastoral advice for
Lent is that, instead of giving up
something we like, we should
instead do our bit for the
“planet” and diminish our
loutish carbon footprints by the
simple expedient of removing a
lightbulb for the 40 days of Lent
and turning off the dishwasher
for a day. To say that this was
received coolly by my crowd
would not be the unvarnished
truth. Acrid, would be how I
would describe the reaction.
“After centuries of telling us not
to hide our lights under
bushels, now they’re telling us
to turn them off altogether!”
“Turn off the dishwasher and
save the planet ... wasn’t it only
last year we were told that a
fully loaded dishwasher uses
less water and electricity than
the equivalent number of
bowlfuls of washing up, done
manually?”
Back to the drawing-board,
Bishop. What about if we just
gave up chocolate?
Still, be of good cheer,
something seems to be
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WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER
KENT
Distance: 4 miles
Duration: 1½ hours
Start your walk at the “Gateway To The
White Cliffs” visitor centre, east of Dover
town centre.
μFrom the visitor centre, head east to
the coast path with the sea on your right.
The cliffs are being eroded by 5-10cm
every year, although in winter storms
several tonnes can fall. The battering of
the sea, however, means that the cliffs
stay white, otherwise they would become
covered in vegetation. Here you can see
the remains of the Convict and Military
Prison above the Port of Dover.
μKeep on this path, and take in
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magniﬁcent views of the French coast
from the rim of Langdon Hole. On a
clear day you can see the 21 miles across
the Channel.
The chalk downland habitat along the
cliff tops is a Site of Special Scientiﬁc
Interest and an Area of Oustanding
Natural Beauty due to the fantastic array
of ﬂora and insect life that thrives here.
Above Fan Bay, look out for pyramidal
and fragrant orchids in June.
μStop at South Foreland Lighthouse
(pictured), which was built in 1843 on a
spot where lighthouses have stood for
more than 350 years. It helped mariners
navigate the treacherous Goodwin Sands
until it was decommissioned in 1988.
It is famed for being the ﬁrst electrically
lit lighthouse and the site of the ﬁrst
international radio broadcast.

Lighthouses replaced simple beacon
ﬁres lit along the cliffs. The remains of a
Roman lighthouse (Pharos) can be seen
within the grounds of Dover Castle, near
the church.
μReturn to the visitor centre following a
surfaced path just inland, this time
keeping the sea on your left.
TOURIST INFORMATION
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/walking
μOther National Trust events in the area include
Sissinghurst Castle’s Beth Chatto Lecture Lunch on
Thursday (10am-2pm), at which plantsman and
television presenter Michael Leech will talk about the
famous Chatto Nursery and Gardens at Elmstead
Market, Essex. Lecture, coffee and two-course
lunch: £25. For more information: 01580 710700;
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/sissinghurst.

working. Perhaps it’s the Al
Gore effect: global
temperatures haven’t risen for
10 years, the ski slopes are up to
their salopettes in snow all over
the world, it’s even coming
down all over China, and the
supposedly doomed polar bears
are enjoying the coldest winter
in Hudson Bay for many years.
Not much chance of the ice
melting at -30C, with a windchill factor taking it to -50C.
μAm I the only one who didn’t
know? Last week, I had a letter
from a listener in France, who
said that when she tried to give
blood there recently it was
refused, and they sent her
home without so much as a
cup of tea and a biscuit. Good
British blood not wanted,
apparently. Good enough to be
spilt on the beaches of
Normandy, but that’s for
another time. In my ignorance,
I expressed surprise at this,
and was shortly afterwards
inundated with mail from all
over the world: British blood is
anathema from Ireland to New
Zealand, from the United
States to Patagonia. All over the
world, no Briton can be a blood
donor, if they’ve lived here any
time within the last 20 years.
CJD – mad cow disease. Did
you know that the rest of the
world thinks we’re doomed?

Æ THE BEST TIME AT YOUR TABLE

‘I’m the god of last minute
dinner reservations’

MORE GAMES
Seven: four pages of great games from Griddler to
poker, codeword and chess, Pages 90-94
Plus Online Games: For more Sudoku
and crosswords for every ability,
visit www.sudoku.telegraph.co.uk
and www.telegraph.co.uk/crossword

μCONSUME THIS: For lovers
(of chocolate) everywhere,
Valentine’s is a high point of
the year. Just keep your fingers
crossed that your beau knows
his Paul A Young from his
Black Magic. But for the
fantasists out there, L’Artisan
du Chocolat has the perfect
gift: stilletos in chocolate
(£17·50 each). Perfect.

Celeriac isn’t
widely used in
Britain, but it
is in season,
and this
recipe from
the British
Trout
Association is
a refreshing,
light dish
that shows off
its delicate
flavour

TROUT, CELERIAC AND APPLE SALAD
WITH CUMIN CREAM
Serves 4
For the dressing:
125ml (4ﬂ oz) double cream
50ml (2ﬂ oz) olive oil
salt and ground pepper
pinch of sugar
2 tbsp lemon juice
1 tbsp cumin
¼ celeriac bulb, about 225g (8oz) total weight
2 dessert apples
2 tbsp lemon juice
200g (7oz) hot smoked trout
4 spring onions, ﬁnely chopped
bag of baby salad leaves
lime wedges to garnish
μCombine all the dressing ingredients and cover and set aside. Cut away the outer skin of
the celeriac and slice into thin discs, then into thin strips. Do the same with the apples,
leave covered, with a little lemon juice squeezed over, to prevent discolouration.
μBreak the trout ﬁllets into rough ﬂakes and combine with the celeriac and apple. Toss
with the dressing and spring onions.
μTo serve as a starter, arrange a heaped tablespoon of trout mixture into the centre of
each plate and surround with salad leaves. Garnish with lemon wedges and accompany
with hot toast.
For more trout recipes visit www.britishtrout.co.uk.

CLASSIC FOR SUNDAY
STAMFORD BROOK SHIRAZ
VIOGNIER 2006
Sainsbury’s £5·99
The powerful character of
a full-on Australian
shiraz can be too much
for many palates – and
pockets. This is a
splendid exception:
a sleek, spicy red
with a gentle,
enveloping warmth
that will make a
perfect companion
on a chilly
February
afternoon.
Tempered with a
dose of soft,
peachy viognier, it
has a price tag
that puts most bigname Australian reds to
shame – and proves that when
choosing a wine to go with a Sunday
lunch, it isn’t always necessary to
push the boat out. GILES KIME

AND FOR LATER… THE BEST TIME WITH YOUR FEET UP
TELEVISION
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THE DVD

THE BOOK 

TROPIC OF CAPRICORN
BBC2, 8pm

ARGENTINA – DANCING TO THE MUSIC OF THE MIND
Radio 3, 9.30pm

ATONEMENT

WIDE SARGASSO SEA, BY JEAN RHYS

Even for a young person, energetic, questioning Simon Reeve
doesn’t look a minute older than when he presented his
excellent Meet the Stans (of central Asia) documentaries in
2003. He’s a bundle of boyish but thoughtful enthusiasm
in this four-parter, which takes him 22,000 miles along
the southern border of the Tropics. Reeve’s knack is
engaging people in revealing conversations. Here they
range from a Namibian woman who is one of a
tragically high number of sex workers, to a cheery
mine manager at the world’s largest diamond mine in
Botswana. Now here’s a country that confounds the
stereotype of impoverished, corrupt Africa: its
commitment to using diamond wealth for public
good even extends to patrols to keep stray cattle off
the roads. (See Seven, p67.) PATRICIA WYNN DAVIES

Buenos Aires is second only to New York for the
number of psychoanalysts per head of
population. Even taxi drivers in this mad,
partying city argue the merits of Lacan
versus Freud. Is that an apocryphal
story? And does the tango have
anything to do with it? Well, it’s a
dance that involves improvisation, was
once frowned on by polite society and was
suppressed during the era of the military junta.
The Sunday Feature in this station’s South
America season looks for answers, via ﬁlm
director, writer and tango enthusiast Edgardo
Cozarinsky, who talks to artists, dancers,
novelists and ordinary Argentines. PWD

SEE ‘SEVEN’ MAGAZINE PAGES 65-88 FOR FURTHER TV AND RADIO LISTINGS

If you can look past Joe
Wright’s exhausting
over-direction and Keira
Knightley’s jaw, you will
ﬁnd a simple,
compelling and tragic
love story just crying
out to be heard above the clamour
of its numerous award nominations. Childhood friends Robbie
(James McAvoy) and Cecilia (Knightley) tentatively begin an
affair. However, they almost immediately see their ﬂedgling love
torn apart by a single malicious act. McAvoy is convincingly
anguished as the wronged hero, and Knightley plays her
transformation from disdain to devotion simply, but charmingly.
However, it is 13-year-old newcomer Saoirse Ronan who truly
shines as Briony, the architect of all the misery. IAIN GRAY

As an antidote to too much St Valentine’s
sweetness this week I recommend Jean Rhys,
champion of the (female) underdog in love.
Wide Sargasso Sea brought her belated fame in
1966 after years spent in drunken obscurity.
This powerful short novel rescues a shadowy
ﬁctional character: Jane Eyre’s predecessor as
Mrs Rochester, the mad woman in the attic.
From memories of her own Caribbean
childhood, Rhys conjures up Antoinette
Cosway, an impoverished Creole heiress
whose encounter with Rochester, on her island
looking for a rich wife, is freighted with
passion, and misunderstanding. Knowing
how it ends does not prevent the story from
being utterly compelling. KATIE OWEN

